A work cell with multiple robots increases manufacturing flexibility and productivity.
modeled and measured the performance of the robotic facility that consists of computers, robots, sensors and a vision system. In stochastic Petri net, the firing time is an exponentially distributed random variable. Using stochastic Petri net, Zhou 8 The Markovian model is a versatile tool for the precise performance analysis of small systems, and it is known that stochastic Petri nets are semi-Markov or Markov processes. Gopalakrishna 14 analyzed the sensitivity of throughput of failure-prone FMS's with the Markovian model.
The queueing network is applicable for the analysis of large scale FMS's. Aras 15 proposed the hierarchical multiprocessor computer architecture to process robot sensory information, and the performance was analyzed using queueing networks.
The supervisory control of a system that is modeled with a finite state machine is a new research area. Brandin 16 modeled a robotic work cell that consists of conveyor belts, robots, programmable logic controllers (PLC) and vision systems, and he constructed a real time supervisory controller. Park 17 constructed a fault tolerant supervisory controller for the work cell that consists of arc welding robots and conveyor belts.
As reviewed above, studies of measuring performance of the manufacturing system with robots are abundant, but they consider the robot as a part of the manufacturing system. Compared to other manufacturing systems, a multi-robot system has a few distinct features. First, the performance of the system depends on configuration; second, each robot is assigned a different workload for each task; and finally, we can adjust the speed of the robot simply by changing the program, so the analysis of sensitivity with respect to robot speed is important. Lee 18 used the concept of multi computer processor to model a multi-robot system and evaluated its performance. He presented three interconnection methods for a multi-robot system and modeled a robot failure recovery for each method, but he did not consider collision and interference between robots.
Robots in the work cell equipped in a sparse area usually share motion paths, resources and workspace, and they affect each other. In particular, error occurrence in one robot brings the retardation of other robots through the common workspace. This fact has hardly been considered in previous studies.
In this paper, we develop an embedded Markovian model to describe the multi-robot system that has a common workspace, and mathematically analyze the effect that one robot has on other robots. The effect of the interference depends on the operation scheme. With the presented model, we measure the performance of the error recovery scheme of a robotic work cell. Here, we evaluate the performance of a robotic work cell with two measures, the completion time and reliability. This study is applicable to performance evaluation of a robotic work cell and presents a guide for designing a complex one.
The organization is as follows. Section 2 presents modeling of a multi-robot system.
In Section 3, several fault recovery schemes of a multi-robot system in a common workspace and numerical examples are presented. Then, Section 4 presents experimental results to verify the presented model. Failure recovery schemes are discussed in Section 5 as an extended study of Lee's 18 work. Finally, conclusions and future works are presented in Section 6.
MODELING OF MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEM
The use of multi-robots in a common workspace increases robot utility and productivity, but we have to consider collision between robots. To avoid collision between them, we detect collision and calculate a collision free trajectory for each robot. 1 However, this approach is restricted because it is hard to calculate the path of each robot. Practically, the mutual exclusion method is widely used. Here, on the basis of the concept of the multi-processor system, we construct an embedded Markov chain model for the multi-robot system that has a common workspace. The Markovian model is an appropriate method for precise performance analysis, but the state space becomes intractably large as the system size increases. Typically, the number of robots that share a common workspace is 2 or 3, because of spatial constraints, even though the whole work cell is large. (1) Robots have a common workspace.
(2) Each robot operates independently. To model the above system, we divide the workspace into two areas, the exclusive workspace and the common workspace. A work cell that consists of two robots is shown in Figure 1 , where the shaded area indicates the common workspace. 2.2 Modeling of a multi-robot system that has the common workspace.
In the work cell, each robot requests the controller for permission before it enters the common workspace in order to avoid collision. The controller admits the robot if the common workspace is empty. If the robots' operations are not synchronized, the robot experiences queue time before it enters the common workspace. 21 The average execution time u k , k∈ (1, R) is changed when one of the robots in the work cell finishes an assigned task. Let τ i denote time duration from the (i-1)th instant at which one of the robots in the system finishes, to the ith instant at which the next robot finishes, then
The average completion time T is estimated from the following steps.
Algorithm 1:
For the case of a work cell with two robots A and B, and Job vector {C A , C B }, T is obtained as:
Calculation of average execution time
If the number of jobs is sufficiently large and robots that share the common workspace are not many, we can approximate u k with the steady state average value, or throughput. To calculate u k, k ∈ ( 1, R ), the following assumptions are made.
Step 1:
.,x R } = Cv, the number of jobs to be executed
Step2:
If the number of remaining jobs is not zero Average execution time u k is obtained as follows.
• With interference between robots:
• Without interference:
Here, w k is the operation time of robot k in the common workspace plus the waiting time, and w k , λ k are functions of the schemes of controlling robots.
To calculate u k , we drive an embedded Markov chain model for the system. [22] [23] We select the time when any robot departs from the common workspace or arrive at an empty common workspace. System states are given by the state of the common workspace at that time. The feasible states which a work cell that consists of robot A and B has, are shown in Table 1 . S(k) indicates that robot k, k ∈ (A,B) finishes the operation successfully and departs from the common workspace, and E(k) indicates that robot k arrives at an empty common workspace. Usually, the external controller determines the states. Table 2 shows the states of the work cell with robots A,B and C, where the controller checks the request in the order of A,B,C.
1)
Each robot enters the common workspace with exponential distribution,
The distribution of time that each robot spends in the common workspace is known. PDF G k (x), pdf g k (x), average g k for robot k where g k is the operation time of robot k in the common workspace plus processing time of the external controller.
3)
Other robots are not admitted until the robot that is in the common workspace completes the task Table 1 . System states for the work cell with robots A and B State Action State of common workspace π1 :
E(B) B Table 2 . System states for the work cell with robots A,B and C π1 : S(A) 0
These states are embedded Markov chains and satisfy the following stationary equation.
where Π = {π i } is the limiting probability of the Markov chain, satisfying Σπ i =1, and P is the state transition matrix. We define the index sets.
I k : Index set of all states, which indicate that robot k is in the exclusive workspace.
J k : Index set of all states, which indicate that robot k is in the common workspace.
L k : Index set of all states, which indicate that robot k moves out from the common workspace at the instant.
For example, from Table 1 
The average operation time that robot k spends in the common workspace is obtained as follows.
is the average operation time of robot k in the common workspace plus the average waiting time. Let m(i,j) denote average time to go from state i to state j, and S k be the time to arrival at the common workspace of robot k during the time interval m(i,j).
FAULT RECOVERY SCHEMES OF THE MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEM
Robot errors are classified into fault and failure.
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Definition 2:
• Fault: Abnormal state that we can have return to the normal state
• Failure: Abnormal state which is not a fault This paper treats fault recovery and failure recovery of a multi-robot system separately.
Fault recovery scheme
A robot repeats or aborts the operation when a fault occurs. Abortion is to abandon the faulty operation and to execute the next operation. The process of abortion is as follows.
• Execution → Fault → Fault recovery
Here, fault recovery includes such operations as removing misplaced parts. To repeat is to re-execute the operation. The process of repeating is as follows.
• Execution → Fault → Fault recovery → Re-execution
The recovery process of the repeat scheme includes removing the misplaced part, regripping the part and so on.
Suppose that a robot succeeds with the probability p k and a fault occurs with rate (1-p k ) in the common workspace and the time distribution is as follows.
• Execution time in the exclusive workspace: average 1/λ k
• Execution time in the common workspace: pdf g k (x), average k g
• Recovery time distribution: pdf r k (x), average k r
For the abortion scheme, the total operation time distribution in the common workspace can be expressed with k g ′ and the system states are the same as in Table 1 , where k g ′ is obtained as:
We classify the repeat scheme into exhaustive repeat (repeat-I) and preemptive repeat (repeat-II). The exhaustive repeat indicates that a robot repeats the task until the job is successful, and the preemptive repeat indicates that the fault recovery operation has lower priority than the normal operation and robots recover faults only when the common workspace is empty. For the repeat-I scheme, system states are the same as in Table 1 and k g ′ is obtained as:
In equation (3.2), (i) indicates the i-tuple convolution. System states for the repeat-II scheme with 2 robots are shown in Table 3 . In Table 3 , F(k) indicates that a fault occurred on robot k, and k * indicates that robot k is in fault and needs a fault recovery operation. Table 3 . System state for the repeat-II scheme Table 4 shows T, Ts, µ and µ* for the abortion, repeat-I, repeat-II and repeat-III schemes. The repeat-III scheme is a tentative scheme in which robot A recovers the fault with the abortion scheme and robot B does so with the exhaustive scheme. The average completion time depends on the number of jobs and the fault recovery scheme. For example, from Table   4 , if the load of robot B is smaller than for robot A, the repeat-II scheme is more efficient than the repeat-I scheme.
The robot speed can be adjusted by changing the program. In a common workspace, it is reasonable that all robots operate with maximum speed, in order not to interfere with other robots. The robot with the longest completion time, say robot k, determines the total completion time of the work cell. Therefore, in order to reduce the completion time of a system, robot k has to operate at maximum speed in the whole area. For the work cell that consists of two robots with a common workspace and satisfies Assumption 1, the total completion time does not depend on λ j , j ≠ k, even though the execution time of robot k depends on λ j . The proof is shown in Property 1. The abortion, repeat-I and repeat-III schemes belong to this class. For the case of the repeat-II scheme, that is not generally true.
Property 1 : A work cell consists of robot A and B, and the job vector to be executed is Cv, Cv = { M,N }. Suppose that the work cell satisfies Assumption 1 and
, that is, robot B finishes the work faster than robot A. Then, the average completion time T does not depend on λ B , the operation speed of robot B in the exclusive workspace.
Proof) From the states in Table 1and equation (2.6), by letting Suppose that the speed of robot B is changed from λ B to λ B ' and the average completion times are T, T' respectively. Then,
We can find the optimal load distribution ratio to obtain the minimal completion time for a load distribution problem. The ratio with the minimal average completion time depends on the fault recovery scheme. Table 5 shows ratios to obtain the minimal average completion time, and figure 2 shows the average completion time with respect to the load ratio, where the load ratio is the proportion of the load of robot A to the total load. The work cell with a common workspace has a different optimal load distribution ratio from that of a work cell without a common workspace. 
EXPERIMENT RESULT
The experimental robotic work cell consists of three robots as shown in figure 3 , and each robot is connected to a PLC and a supervisory PC. We make an experiment on two robots among them. Each robot works in the exclusive workspace and the common workspace under the control of the PLC, and executes the program shown in figure 4 for one job. Figure 5 shows the workspace of each robot. LG industrial system (Korea) Sub conveyor belt (3 sets) LG industrial system (Korea) Supervisory computer IBM compatible PC
FAILURE RECOVERY OF A MULTI-ROBOT SYSTEM
A failure recovery method for a multi-robot system is to have another robot take the place of the robot that fails. Lee 18 proposed three interconnection methods for multirobot systems, the single processor system (SPS), the hierarchically structured system (HSS) and the master slave system (MSS). Ignoring the command transmission time that is much smaller than the operation time, we find that the HSS and MSS have the same properties. Here, we measure the failure recovery performance of a multi-robot system that has a common workspace. Let the total number of jobs be C, and suppose that robots A and B fail with rates f A , f B per job respectively. We measure performance with T, PS, Pno and Tno, where PS is the probability that the work cell fails and the assigned work is not accomplished, Pno is the probability that no robot in the work cell fails and the work is finished successfully, and Tno is the completion time for this case.
Failure recovery of the SPS
The SPS is a system that operates only one robot at each instant time as shown in figure 7 . The performance measures PS, T, P no and T no can be obtained by following the flow of Lee's 18 work since there is no queue time in the common workspace.
Failure recovery of the HSS/MSS
A HSS/MSS consists of several robots that work independently and an external controller, as shown in figure 8 . Let robots A and B be assigned for jobs C A , C B and C A +C B = C. Then P no , T no is obtained as:
To obtain PS, we calculate PS jk , j,k ∈(A,B) first, where PS jk is the probability that robot j fails with the subsequent failure in robot k. C kj (i), which appears in Lee's 18 work, denotes the number of jobs that robot k finishes while robot j executes i jobs. That is,
Then, PS jk is obtained as:
Therefore, PS becomes
In order to obtain T, we calculate the auxiliary variables, P k and T k , first. P k is the probability that robot k fails but the work is accomplished by robot j, and T k is the average completion time for this case.
Then, P k is obtained as:
And T k is calculated as:
where, 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we build an embedded Markov chain model for the robotic work cell that has a common workspace. Robots in the work cell equipped in a sparse area affect each other. In particular, error occurrence in one robot brings the retardation of other robots through the common workspace.
For each fault recovery scheme, we measure the performance of the multi-robot system with the average completion time. We can select the most efficient recovery method for a given task as shown in table 4, or we can find optimal load distribution ratio for a load distribution problem as shown in table 5. The work cell with a common workspace has a different optimal load distribution ratio from that of the work cell without a common workspace.
To recover the failure of one robot, the other robot takes the place of the robot that fails. In terms of average completion time, the HSS/MSS has better performance than the SPS, as shown in table 8. However the HSS/MSS including N robots does not have N times as good performance due to interference between robots. The SPS has larger Pno than HSS/MSS, if a large load is assigned to the robot that has a small failure rate.
We use the embedded Markov chain model, therefore in the case that the operation time distribution in the exclusive workspace does not approximate to an exponential distribution, we suffer some modeling error. Deterministic distribution is an example and in this case, even Section 2.2 is still valid, it is hard to drive the analytic model, therefore we need other methods such as the timetable and experimental measurement.
However, the experiment in Section 4 shows that the presented model is valid in general cases. We measure the performance of the system with a mean value. If robots that share the common workspace are many and the number of jobs is few, we need transient analysis. As future work, we need to extend this study to evaluate transient performance.
